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Learning has been a significant emerging field for several decades since it is a great determinant of the world’s civilization and
evolution, having a significant impact on both individuals and communities. In general, improving the existing learning activities
has a great influence on the global literacy rates. )e assessment technique is one of the most important activities in education
since it is the major method for evaluating students during their studies. In the new era of higher education, it is clearly stipulated
that the administration of higher education should develop an intelligent diversified teaching evaluation model which can assist
the performance of students’ physical education activities and grades and pay attention to the development of students’ per-
sonalities and potential. Keeping the importance of an intelligent model for physical education, this paper uses factor analysis and
an improved random forest algorithm to reduce the dimensions of students’ multidisciplinary achievements in physical education
into a few typical factors which help to improve the performance of the students. According to the scores of students at each factor
level, the proposed system can more comprehensively evaluate the students’ achievements. In the empirical teaching research of
students’ grade evaluation, the improved iterative random forest algorithm is used for the first time. )e automatic evaluation of
students’ grades is achieved based on the students’ grades in various disciplines and the number of factors indicating the students’
performance. In a series of experiments the performance of the proposed improved random forest algorithm was compared with
the other machine learning models. )e experimental results show that the performance of the proposed model was better than
the other machine learning models by attaining the accuracy of 88.55%, precision of 88.21%, recall of 95.86%, and f1-score of
0.9187. )e implementation of the proposed system is anticipated to be very helpful for the physical education system.

1. Introduction

Education is an important and a fascinating field which
grows over the years and has a significant impact on ev-
eryone’s life. Numerous techniques and methods were
proposed to develop high quality experiences that benefit the
entire educational sector, starting with learning and ad-
vancing toward E-learning. )e route to improvement often
needs extra hands to bring alternative perspectives and
modifications, which can be done with the help of the crowd.
Student/learner assessment is one of the most important
practices in the educational field. Educational assessment is a
technique used to evaluate a learner’s degree of knowledge
and enhancing his or her learning during the course. )is
process has a significant impact on students’ motives,

development, and learning practices and has been called
“one of the most powerful forces impacting education” by
Crooks [1]. Similarly, Harlen et al. [2] asserted that “as-
sessment feedback plays a significant role in predicting
future learning,” as it has a direct impact on students’
performance and persistent effort in future projects.

In the earlier approaches of students and teachers per-
formance evaluation systems, in most of the cases, people
have used the total score or average score to evaluate the
students in the college teacher evaluations throughout the
last few decades. )is is a very simple and easy method to
implement and is still the fundamental evaluation method in
numerous colleges and universities in different countries.
However, in today’s era of advocating students’ personalized
and diversified development, especially in profession
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selection, it is very important to fully understand students’
ability, characteristics, and comprehensive indicators in all
aspects, and many people pay attention to and study them in
the recent years [3–5].

In the higher education evaluation methods, it has been
clearly pointed out that a reasonable and scientific evalua-
tion system should be established for college students, in-
cluding evaluation concepts, evaluation contents, evaluation
form, and evaluation system. )e evaluation process needs
to be focused on both the student’s mathematical learning as
well as the learning process. )e student’s learning should
not be the only point of attention, but the changes of their
emotional attitude in the activities should be kept in con-
sideration [6]. Among the key goals of curriculum reforms in
China one is to establish an assessment system with multiple
objectives and methods. )e primary goal of evaluation is to
fully understand the process and results of students’ learning
and encourage students to learn and give feedbacks to the
teacher, in order to improve the teachers’ teaching strategies
[7–10]. )erefore, how to investigate an effective teaching
assessment method in order to better serve teaching is a
problem that needsmore investigation. At the same time, the
grade evaluation of students’ performance is the most im-
portant content in teaching evaluation from beginning till
now.

Machine learning (ML) is an important field of artificial
intelligence (AI) which can be applied in various fields such
as healthcare, industries, agriculture, media, and education,
etc., and it helps to improve all of its connected tasks by
giving real-time responses that save time and eliminate the
need for manual intervention of users in an effective manner
[11, 12]. Various methodologies are being used in the ed-
ucation sector to attain their goals, including various ML
supervised learning algorithms and natural language pro-
cessing (NLP) techniques. )erefore, in order to overcome
the problems of the traditional systems, this study uses
classical multivariate statistical method factor analysis and
an intelligent ML iterative random forest algorithm. Further,
the establishment of a comprehensive assessment model of
physical education teaching is of great theoretical and
practical significance for the real-time grasp of students’
learning situation and the improvement of teaching
methods. When we have a reasonable “evaluation model of
students comprehensive performance,” we can more intu-
itively understand which factors play a leading role in
students’ performance, and then we can make a compre-
hensive and objective evaluation of students’ physical ed-
ucation teaching performance. )rough the understanding
of students’ learning situations, the teachers can teach more
targeted stuff and content and can help every student as
much as possible. At present, the research of data mining
and ML in the field of education mainly focuses on the
exploration of learning environments, network-based
teaching systems, improving students’ performance, and
other fields. In the earlier approaches the application of
information mining for student evaluation is almost neg-
ligible which indeed is a serious problem. )is paper studies
the potential of data mining and ML in the measurement of
teachers’ performance perceived by the students. Four

commonly used ML classifiers, namely, decision tree (DT),
support vector machine (SVM), Näıve Bayes (NB), and
random forest (RF), are selected to model the dataset of
students’ online evaluation course information. Further, the
performance of various classification techniques is com-
pared [13–16]. )e main contribution of this research study
is given below:

(1) )is study proposes a novel approach of factor
analysis and random forest algorithm to reduce the
dimensions of students’ multidisciplinary achieve-
ments in physical education into a few typical
factors.

(2) Several experiments have been performed for various
ML classification algorithms in order to check the
performance and stability of the proposed system.

(3) Performance of all the utilized ML models has been
evaluated in terms of numerous performance mea-
surement metrics such as accuracy, precision, recall,
and f1-score.

(4) )is study recommends which ML classifier is more
feasible in order to develop a high level intelligent
system for the student physical education.

(5) From the experimental results it is obvious that the
performance of the proposed system is much better
than the traditional student physical education
systems.

)e remaining paper is structured in the following order.
Section 2 represents the related work. Section 3 shows the
material and methods. Section 4 illustrates the experimental
results and analysis. Section 5 concludes the proposed work.

2. Related Work

)e research field is one of the most important parts of
education and has a great influence on the education of a
country. )e paucity of resources needed to conduct pro-
fessional research can be avoided by assembling a group of
researchers who can pool their resources and do joint study.
Numerous platforms have been established to assist students
in sharing their ideas and contributing to a big research
group comprised of many researchers, each of whom per-
forms a different character [17]. Enhancing the research field
could usher education into a new era by bringing together all
of the knowledge from many fields of expertise, raising the
educational instruments to a new level. Further, it can also
assist in giving the ideal learning experience by investigating
all the flaws in various areas and can offer valuable sug-
gestions to improve them. )e mining contacts among
students in online education are another serious issue of
education. One of the proposed systems addresses this
problem by providing a peer-to-peer debate system that lets
the students from various regions share their knowledge
depending on their own areas and countries [18]. Another
framework was discovered to improve online course in-
teraction by allowing the crowdsourcing technique to
provide timely response on online student submissions [19].
All the proposed systems have the potential to increase the
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learning process and provide opportunities to those students
who have limited learning opportunities and are depending
only on the online courses for continuing their education. As
a result, concentrating on student engagement is critical to
the learning process’ efficiency. As a result, because the
offered solutions are entirely reliant on nonexpert personnel,
the process must be closely monitored to avoid supplying
incorrect information or providing inaccurate feedback.

In the learning process, establishing a personalized
learning goal is indeed a critical task. To accomplish this
purpose, Whitehill and Seltzer [20] proposed a platform for
online learning videos where crowd-sourced videos are
developed and filmed by common people rather than
professional professors. Faisal et al. [21] proposed a
framework that assists the learners in selecting the appro-
priate learning plan based on a recommendation system,
where the desired learning activity is different depending on
the learner’s attributes. Alghamdi et al. [22] proposed a
system in which they attempted to produce exam questions
of high quality. To produce large-scale tests in a professional
context, this platform can incorporate as many teachers as
feasible in the process of creating and evaluating question
items. One of the approaches presented by De Alfaro and
Shavlovsky [23] allows students to submit assignments and
review and grade them collectively. )is technique provides
students with an overall crowd-grade, which assures the
quality of their homework as well as their reviewer effort.
)e students can answer the test questions on another
system, which uses a specific algorithm to assess the com-
plexity and validity of the questions generated. [24]. In a
similar manner, Pirttinen et al. [25] presented an embedded
tool for online courses that allows students to generate
assignments while also reviewing and evaluating each other’s
work. Farasat et al. [26] proposed the concept of crowd-
learning, in which students might learn more deeply by
generating their own educational materials. )ey presented
an online platform as a solution for it that can be utilized for
in-class practice or online classes. Among all of the previous
ways, the evaluation process, which is the primary means of
evaluating any student, can become extremely delicate. Total
reliance on the audience for grading may result in grades
that are unfair or erroneous.

ML can be implemented into any field to improve all of
its related activities by giving real-time replies that save time
and eliminate the need for manual intervention. To reach
their aims in the education sector, many systems are
leveraging differentMLmodels such as supervised or natural
language processing (NLP). For their preferred schemes,
many approaches used supervised MLmodels. A system was
presented to autonomously examine the effectiveness of
community question answers, which uses a classification
technique to evaluate the quality of every answer by ex-
amining a set of various criteria [27]. Classification algo-
rithms are mostly supervised learning algorithms that learn
from the patterns of the input data and then produce output
based on the learned knowledge. )e proposed method
begins with feature extraction and the collection of historical
data about the community member, which will aid in the
development of the categorization model. Finally, the

trained models will be used to assess the quality of all new
answers. Li [28] suggested a method that used a supervised
model and followed a regression technique, with the output
variable having a continuous and real value. By using the
model to identify the key variables affecting the student’s
learning performance, the author hoped to gain a better
understanding and analysis of the reasons behind each
student’s results. As a result, teachers will be able to track the
learning effect and change their teaching technique to meet
the demands of their students using this method. )e su-
pervised model is completely reliant on the teaching practice
and previous experiences. )e offered collection of data is
the user’s previous experience with a computer language. If
the improper collection of data is used to train, the results
may be inaccurate, affecting the suggested approach’s
intended use. As a result, the problem for each new edu-
cational research is to choose the correct data with the right
model because it is critical to its success. In the studied
literature, one of the platforms that employs NLP is a web-
based application that visualizes the output from aML-based
model trained to guess MCQs, with the primary purpose of
identifying and manipulating questions within a well-or-
ganized and high quality bank of MCQs [29]. Furthermore,
NLP is utilized in the exam evaluation process to compare
the similarity of students’ answers to the perfect answer
when the ideal solutions are accessible. )e proposed
method will compute the student’s recommended score as a
consequence of this comparison [30]. )is paper investi-
gated the potential of ML in the measurement of teacher’s
performance perceived by the students. Four ML models,
i.e., NB, SVM, DT, and improved RF, are used on the
students’ online evaluation course information dataset. )e
improved RF showed sublime performance in terms of
various performance measures.

3. Material and Methods

)is section of our study represents the methods followed
and the material used for the conduction of the research
study.

3.1. Data Set Collection and Characterization. )e data
collection process is an important step for building an in-
telligent system. In this study, the recent 3-year student
physical education data is selected which comprises 3216
randomly selected instances in which 2000 were positive
samples while the remaining 1216 were negative samples of
data. Each data instance has 28 attributes, which come from
students’ online scores, involving physical education
teaching preparation, physical education teaching perfor-
mance, teaching methods implementation, case organiza-
tion, curriculum implementation, teachers’ attitude,
curriculum construction, and so on. )e evaluation indexes
are shown in Table 1.

3.2.%e Classification Models Used in%is Study. One of the
most popular applications of data mining and ML is the
classification. )e main task of classification is to assign a
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class label among possible categories for a sample represented
by a set of feature vectors and is accomplished by a classi-
fication model. )e model constructs a learning algorithm on
a training set, in which the class label of each instance in the
training set is known before training. At the end of the
learning phase, the test set is used to evaluate the performance
of the classification model. Decision tree algorithm is one of
the classical ML classification algorithms, which classifies and
induces data through a top-down and clear-cut process. )e
purpose of the decision tree algorithm is to recursively divide
the observation results into mutually exclusive subgroups
until there is no difference in the given statistics. Information
gain, gain ratio, and Gini index are the most commonly used
statistics for finding classification attributes of different nodes
of the tree. Generally, iterative dichotomy (ID3) uses infor-
mation gain, C4.5 and C5.0 (the successor of ID3) use gain
ratio, and classification and regression tree (CART) uses Gini
index. Support vector machine (SVM) tries to find a hy-
perplane to separate classes, minimize the classification error,
and maximize the edge. SVM is a good classification and
regression technology proposed by Vapnik at Bell Labora-
tories. SVM has four kernel types including linear, rbf, sig-
moid, and polynomial. )e use of kernel type depends on the
nature of the problem. Among the kernel types linear and rbf
are the most commonly used kernel types of SVM. Näıve
Bayes (NB) classifier classifies samples by calculating the
probability that an object belongs to a certain category. )e
theoretical basis of classification is Bayesian theorem.
According to the Bayesian formula, the posterior probability
is calculated according to the prior probability of an object,
and the class with the largest posterior probability is selected
as the class of the object. In other words, Bayesian classifier is
the optimization in a sense of minimum error rate. Random
forest (RF) is a kind of ensemble learning classification al-
gorithms, which integrate the classification effect of multiple
decision trees. It consists of multiple base classifiers, each of
which is a decision tree (DT). Each DT is used as a separate
classifier to learn and predict independently. Finally, these
predictions are integrated to get the total prediction which is
better than a single classifier. Figure 1 shows the basic diagram
of the utilized ML classification models training and testing
process.

3.3. %e Proposed Random Forest Classification Algorithm.
Random forest (RF) algorithm is an integrated learning
method proposed by Leo Breiman and Adele Cutler, which

means that it is composed of many small submodels, and the
output of each small submodel is combined to give the final
output. RF algorithm is a typical ML algorithm, which is
usually used for classification, regression, or other learning
tasks. )e RF algorithm is based on bagging algorithm to
group data from the original dataset. After training for each
group, the corresponding decision tree model is obtained.
Finally, all the decision data results of the subsmall models
are combined and analyzed to get the final RF model. )e
final prediction result of the RF algorithm is based on the
voting algorithm, and the classification with the largest
number of votes is the final output of the RF algorithm
[31–35].

By using multiple classifiers for voting classification, RF
algorithm can effectively reduce the error of a single classifier
and improve the classification accuracy [36–42]. Practical
experience shows that, compared with artificial neural
network (ANN), regression tree, SVM, and other algo-
rithms, RF algorithm has higher stability and robustness,
and the corresponding classification accuracy is also in the
leading level. RF algorithm is efficient for large-scale data
processing and can adapt to high-dimensional data appli-
cation scenarios. At the same time, it can still maintain high
classification in missing data scenarios. )e style and
working process of RF algorithm are shown in Figure 2.

Compared with other classification algorithms, RF al-
gorithm has better classification performance. It can process
large-scale data, support large-scale variable parameters, and
intuitively evaluate the importance of variable features.
More and more algorithm competitions and practices have
proved that the RF algorithm has a high classification
performance and has better robustness and stability while
maintaining high efficiency [43–46].

3.4. Applications of Different ML Algorithms in the Prediction
of Students Course Performance

3.4.1. Description of Student Achievement Dataset. )ere are
many factors that affect the physical education teaching.
Among them, there are some uncontrollable factors and
controllable factors, which directly or indirectly affect stu-
dents’ performance. )is study attempts to integrate the
improved RF algorithm into the prediction data of physical
education teaching, through the improved RF algorithm to
more accurately predict the students’ physical performance
in order to focus on the factors that affect students’

Table 1: Description of different evaluation indexes.

Attributes Description Value range
V1 How often do you take this course? 1∼5
V2 )e teacher is well prepared before class? 1∼5
V3 Does the teacher come to class on time? 1∼5
V4 Do teachers often encourage students to ask questions? Participate in the discussion? 1∼5
V5 )e teacher has a good grasp of the subject? 1∼5
V6 Is the teacher approachable and easy to communicate? 1∼5
V7 Is the teacher effective in organizing the materials in the demonstration, lectures, and discussions? 1∼5
V8 Homework helps me? 1∼5
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performance and to focus on the process of curriculum
reform. We firmly believe that the continuous cycle of this
prediction practice improvement way can promote the
school teaching reform, promote the level of school physical
education to bemore scientific and efficient, at the same time
make the students’ performance more excellent, and en-
hance the competitiveness of students’ job opportunities
after graduation. )e description of student achievement
dataset is shown in Table 2.

In this paper, the dataset selected for the experimental
work is the student achievement dataset. )e dataset of
students’ achievement and characteristics was collected from
the course of college students’ public physical education.)e
dataset includes 9 characteristics/attributes of students. )e
nine characteristics are divided into three categories, i.e.,
students’ statistical characteristics, educational background
characteristics, and students’ behavior characteristics. )e
classification of students’ behavior characteristics includes
students’ activity in the class, i.e., students’ absence, the
number of times students visit teaching resources after the

class, the number of times the students participated in the
course discussion, and students’ satisfaction from the course.
In addition, the course also collects students’ course scores,
which are divided into two categories: positive (score be-
tween 60 and 100) and negative (score below 60).

3.4.2. Normalization and Characterization of Dataset
Features. )e dataset is collected by the author from daily
physical education work, which involves multidimensional
original data collection.)e work involves a long time range,
and the workload is relatively large. )en, the data pre-
processing for the original data is carried out, including data
cleaning, data discretization, removal of missing values, data
filtering, and so on. Due to the differences and diversity of
the expression forms of the collected data, it is necessary to
preprocess the data: for unreasonable data or illegal data, the
records should be cleaned out. For a wide range of char-
acteristic data, “students’ curriculum activity,” discretiza-
tion, and normalization are needed.

Feature normalization is mainly to scale and normalize
the feature value, so that the feature value is reduced to a
specific range, such as [−1.0, 1.0] or [0, 1.0]. )e work of
feature normalization helps to reduce the excessive differ-
ence of different feature value ranges and the dependence of
the algorithm on feature measurement units. Feature nor-
malization mainly uses linear transformation, log trans-
formation, Tan transformation, and other methods for data
standardization, so as to transform the data into a small
common space.

For the data of students’ comprehensive scores, the
characteristic variables need to be planned, while the other
characteristic variables are calculated with the original

Dataset Aquisition

Feature
Engineering

Testing

Validation

Training

Dataset Spliting

Testing Results Model Prediction

Models
Validation Results

Build Models
Training Results

Hyper Parameter
Tuning

Figure 1: Basic diagram of the utilized ML classification algorithms.
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Figure 2: Working process of the RF algorithm.
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values. For the characteristics of students’ absence times, the
feature programming method mainly uses the maximum
and minimum normalization method and linear transfor-
mation of memory. Next, we choose the most representative
student sports teaching activity as an example to illustrate
the complex characteristics of standardization. For the
characteristics of students’ active degree of physical edu-
cation teaching, it is mainly to collect the number of users’
hands raised to answer the questions, the number of ex-
changes in physical education teaching, and the degree of
personal physical education teaching concentration for
comprehensive evaluation. In the process of implementa-
tion, the discrete data is normalized to [0, 1] based on the log
function standardizationmethod, and each factor is assigned
the corresponding weight coefficient, so as to get the data of
students’ physical education activity. )e expression of
students’ active degree in physical education teaching is
given as follows:

KTScore � Wjs ∗
log10(JSx)

log10(max JS)
+ Wjl ∗

log10(JLx)

log10(max JL)

+ WZZ ∗ZZFactor,
(1)

where Wjs, Wjl, and WZZ represent the weight coefficients
of the three factors, which are set accordingly to 0.5, 0.2, and
0.3 by default, and ZZFactor indicates that the teachers
evaluate the students’ concentration subjectively, and its
value is also between 0 and 1.

3.5. Performance Evaluation Metrics. )ere are many per-
formance measures to evaluate the performance of the
classification models according to the correctness of clas-
sification decision. Suppose that, in a binary class task, class
variable values can be assumed to be positive (P) or negative
(N). )e actual positive cases (P) correctly classified by the
model as positive cases are named as true positive (TP) cases,
and when the actual positive cases are wrongly classified by
the model as negative cases they are named as false negative
(FN) cases. In a similar way, the actual negative cases (N)
correctly marked as negative cases by the model are regarded
as true negative (TN) cases, while the actual negative cases
wrongly marked as positive cases by the model are regarded
as false positive (FP) cases. )ese terms are given in the
confusion matrix as shown in Table 3.

Formulas (2)–(5), respectively, give the calculation re-
sults of performance metrics, such as accuracy, precision,
recall, and F1-score.

Accuracy �
TP + TN

TP + FP + FN + TN
∗ 100%, (2)

Precision �
TP

TP + FP
∗ 100%, (3)

Recall �
TP

TP + FN
∗ 100%, (4)

F1 score � 2∗
precision∗ recall
precision + recall

. (5)

4. Experimental Results and Analysis

)is section of the paper demonstrates the experimental
results attained via different ML classification models. )e
performance of each ML model is then analyzed with the
help of various performance metrics. Figure 3 shows the
platform infrastructure of the experimental environment.
)e platform consists of both the hardware and software
components and is carried out via various software con-
figurations on the basis of hardware environment. Post-
greSQL is used as a data storage platform to store the data
sets and provides data sources for the R language programs.
R is used as a language for the implementation of all the ML
classification models and R-Studio IDE environment is used
to write the relevant algorithm code to realize the improved
RF algorithm.

)e experimental environment of this paper basically
consists of the two parts, i.e., software and hardware. )e
software part is mainly Linux 64-bit operating system, the
database is PostgreSQL relational database, the program-
ming language used is the R language, and the IDE envi-
ronment is R-Studio. In addition, there are some other
software, whose configuration and version description are
shown in Table 4. )e hardware part includes a computer

Table 2: Characteristics of student achievement dataset.

Serial number Meaning Features Value description
1 Teaching objectives Mubiao {0: OK; 1: Bad}
2 Teaching method Fangfa {0: OK; 1: Bad}
3 Exercise intensity Yundong {0: OK; 1: Bad}
4 Organizing teaching Zuzhi {0: Bad; 1: General; 2: OK}
5 Demonstration capability Shifan {0: OK; 1: Bad}
6 Responsibility Zeren {0: OK; 1: Bad}
7 )e atmosphere of physical education Qifen {0: OK; 1: Bad}
8 Venue equipment Qicai {0: No; 1: Yes}
9 Teaching effectiveness Xiaoguo {0: OK; 1: Bad}

Table 3: Confusion matrix.

Predicted (−) Predicted (+)
Actual (−) TN FP
Actual (+) FN TP
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system having the specification: Intel Core i7, 3.4GHz
processor, 16GB RAM, and 256GB SSD.

4.1. Experimental Results of All the Investigated ML Classifi-
cation Models. )is subsection represents the experimental
results attained via the investigated ML classification models
using the students’ achievement dataset. Table 5 shows all
the experimental results attained by the utilized ML clas-
sification models.

Table 5 shows that the proposed iterative RF algorithm
performed really well by attaining the accuracy of 88.55%,
precision of 88.21%, recall of 95.86%, and f1-score of 0.9187.
)e second best results were observed for the LR model. LR
attained the accuracy of 87.99%, precision of 89.19%, recall
of 93.90%, and f1-score of 0.9148. )e lowest performance
was observed for the GRNN model. GRNN achieved the
accuracy of 84.35%, precision of 86.40%, recall of 90.75%,
and f1-score of 0.8852.

Figure 4 shows the accuracy, precision, and recall results
while Figure 5 illustrates the f1-score results of all the in-
vestigated ML classifiers used in this study.

From Figures 4 and 5, we can see that the RF algorithm
has advantage over the other algorithms in terms of the
mentioned performance measures using the student char-
acteristics dataset.

4.2. Algorithm Evaluation and OOB Simulations. In the
evaluation process of improved RF algorithm (IRFC), the
same parameter configuration was used, and the common
parameter settings are maxgen: 20 and Tmax � 10. In the
process of algorithm performance evaluation, the average
method of 10-fold cross validation was used to calculate the
value of each index. For the dataset of students’ charac-
teristics, our main idea is to construct a dataset based on the
behavior records of historical students and subject scores
(three-year data), select the scores of the first two years as the
training set, train the parameters and characteristics based
on the improved RF algorithm, and predict the scores of the
last year as the test set and compare them with the real score

R-Studio

R-Language

PostgreSQL

Hardware Environment

Figure 3: Experimental platform infrastructure.

Table 4: Software configuration and environment platform.

Function Software version
Database PostgreSQL 9.6.12
IDE environment for R development R-Studio 1.1363
R language R3.1
Database backup tool Pg_dump
Database import tool Pg_restore
Data synchronization tool Sync
Code management tools Git
Document authoring tools VIM, Office

Table 5: Experimental results of all the investigated ML classifi-
cation models.

Measures LR
(C� 1) NB SVM

(kernel� “rbf”) GRNN RF

TP 231 214 223 216 232
FN 15 32 13 22 10
FP 28 24 42 34 31
TN 84 88 80 86 85
Accuracy 87.99 84.36 84.64 84.35 88.55
Precision 89.19 89.91 84.15 86.40 88.21
Recall 93.90 86.99 94.49 90.75 95.86
F1 score 0.9148 0.8842 0.8902 0.8852 0.9187

NB SVM GRNN RFLR0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

100

Accuracy
Precision
Recall

Figure 4: Performance (accuracy, precision, and recall) of all the
investigated ML models.

F1-Score

NB SVM GRNN RFLR0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9

1

Figure 5: F1-score of all the investigated ML classification models.
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classification. )e scale of the student achievement dataset
(three years) was 2002.

Reducing the OOB error is one of the goals of the
improved RF algorithm proposed in this paper. Figure 6
shows the OOB error comparison chart of the improved RF
algorithm in UCI dataset and student comprehensive score
dataset.

)e abscissa of the improved RF algorithm is k� 1, m,��
M

√
log 2(M) + 1, and the ordinate of the improved RF

algorithm is the OOB error value. It can be seen from the
figure that the OOB error value of the IRFC is obviously
lower than that of the traditional fixed parameter values.
)rough the verification of the above two datasets, it also
shows that the fixed k value of the traditional RF algorithm is
not the optimal scheme, which has a great impact on the
performance of the algorithm, and its tuning can signifi-
cantly improve the performance of the algorithm. )e im-
proved RF algorithm also provides a reference method to
optimize the value of k parameter. Figure 7 shows the re-
lationship between OOB error and the number of decision
trees.

In order to verify the influence of the number of decision
trees on OOB error, we calculate the corresponding rela-
tionship between the number of decision trees and OOB
error in the calculation process of the improved RF algo-
rithm, as shown in Figure 6. As can be seen from the figure,
OOB error decreases rapidly between 0 and 300 decision
trees and reaches stability between 300 and 600 decision
trees. From the previous results, the improved RF algorithm
achieves the best performance on 339 decision trees.

)e improved RF algorithm in the previous sections is
developed in R-Studio IDE environment based on R lan-
guage. It can complete the training in an acceptable pro-
cessing time when processing the current small-scale
datasets, but it will show a very slow model training process
when the data scale is relatively large. In addition, since we
will carry out many years of data training and prediction of
large-scale courses in the future, we must also consider the
efficiency of algorithms in large-scale data.

In order to improve the efficiency of the improved RF
algorithm, this paper plans to use the task parallelization
mode to improve the classification speed of the algorithm.
In this study, the parallel processing mode of SparkR is
used to process the algorithm, and the data set of students’
performance is processed in the cluster environment. )e
improved RF algorithm of parallel transformation is used
to predict the final performance classification of students’
physical education teaching. )e cluster environment
consists of four servers, one of which is the master (driver)
node, and the other three are the slave (worker) nodes.)e
basic configuration of each server is CentOS 6.8, spark
version is 2.2, memory is 16 GB, and CPU model is Intel
Core i7 and 3.4 GHz processor. In order to implement the
improved RF algorithm in parallel based on SparkR, it is
necessary to adjust the algorithm properly, so that it can
be executed in parallel. )e parallel strategy of improved
RF algorithm includes the parallel strategy of RF algo-
rithm and the parallel strategy of simulated annealing
algorithm.

Parallel strategy of RF algorithm: the decision tree
construction in the execution process of RF algorithm is
evenly distributed to each node in the cluster, so that the
construction of decision tree can be executed in different
cluster nodes, so as to realize the execution parallelization of
decision tree. On each node, the growth of different decision
trees can also be executed concurrently.

)is experiment is mainly for the improved RF algo-
rithm and the traditional RF algorithm in the student
physical education teaching evaluation characteristic dataset
test. )e two algorithms were implemented on the spark
cluster with three computing nodes, and the performance of
the two algorithms was compared by using the time mea-
surement method. )e specific experimental results are
shown in Table 6.

From Table 6 we can see that, after parallel processing,
the improved RF algorithm has been shortened from 1486
seconds to 230 seconds, and the efficiency has been im-
proved about 6 times. Due to the addition of simulated
annealing algorithm for parameter optimization, the run-
ning time of the improved RF algorithm is longer than that
of the traditional RF algorithm. In the single machine
running process, the running time of the improved RF al-
gorithm is almost three times longer than that of the tra-
ditional RF algorithm, but after data parallelization, the
improved RF algorithm is only two times longer than the
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traditional RF algorithm, which is mainly due to the parallel
optimization of RF algorithm and simulated annealing
algorithm.

5. Conclusion

)e field of education is extremely important and has a
significant influence on many civilizations.)e evaluation of
physical education teaching quality is one of the most im-
portant methods to improve the physical education teaching
system. Keeping the significance of the physical education
system in consideration various ML algorithms are used in
this study to generate a high quality experienced and in-
telligent system that will improve the whole physical edu-
cational sector. )e improved RF algorithm proposed in this
study is simulated on the student achievement dataset.
)rough a number of experiments, it is confirmed that the
simulated annealing algorithm, feature selection process,
weight optimization, and other processes can provide as-
sistance for the effectiveness of the algorithm. In addition, it
can also identify the characteristic factors that have a sig-
nificant impact on students’ course performance and is
helpful for the teaching curriculum reform. )e improved
RF algorithm is used in the evaluation of college physical
education classroom and teaching quality, and through the
mining and analysis of the survey data, it tries to find the
factors that affect the quality of college physical education
classroom teaching and provide scientific suggestions for
future physical education classroom teaching reform. )e
future work of this study is to use more optimization andML
techniques to improve the accuracy of the student
achievements and improve the physical education system.
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